Improvement of Micro Solid Rocket Array Thruster for Reliable Operation in Vacuum
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Abstract

We are developing a micro solid propellant rocket array thruster for simple attitude control of a 10 kg class micro spacecraft. To improve the contact between the ignition heater and the ignition charge of lead thiocyanate / potassium chlorate (RK), the loading method of RK was improved. Ignition probability increased to 100 % in air and 83 % in vacuum. When the pellet diameter of boron / potassium nitrate propellant (NAB) was 1.1 mm and its density was 1.7 ~ 1.8 g/cm³, it successfully burned with a 0.20 mm² or 0.30 mm² throat. When the pellet diameter of NAB was 0.70 mm and its density was 1.6 ~ 1.8 g/cm³, it also successfully burned with a 0.063 mm² throat. With epoxy adhesive bonding between the first and second layers, the micro thruster worked without fatal structural failure in the firing test.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Miniaturization of spacecrafts is important to reduce cost, time, and the risk of launching failure. For micro spacecrafts, most of its components including thrusters for its attitude control should be miniaturized. Micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) technology can offer various miniaturized components for micro spacecrafts.

A micro solid rocket array thruster is the array of many one-shot micro solid rockets on a substrate, whose concept is first proposed by Lewis Jr., et al. [1]. The micro solid propellant rocket array thrusters have following advantages.

1) The system is fabricated in a substrate and compact.
2) Solid propellant has no possibility of leakage unlike gas or liquid propellants.
3) The thruster has no moving parts.
4) The system is highly redundant.
5) The thrust is controlled digitally by adjusting the numbers of micro rockets ignited.

Several groups have developed this type of micro thruster. Although reliable operation in vacuum was reported for a planar architecture (Figure 1 (a)) [2], it has not been done with multilayer architecture (Figure 1 (b)) [3], which is advantageous for large scale 2-dimensional arraying.

In our previous studies [4, 5], we found three problems: The first one is low ignition probability of 30 % in vacuum. The second one is incomplete combustion of the solid propellant. The third one is that the micro thruster was often destroyed by its own combustion. In this study, these problems were addressed by reviewing the loading method of ignition charge, the size and density of propellant, the throat area, and the fabrication process. This paper reports promising approaches to solve these problems.

Figure 1. Types of micro solid rocket array thruster: (a) planar architecture and (b) multilayer architecture.
2 STRUCTURE

The tested micro thruster has micro solid propellant rockets ($\phi 0.8 \text{ mm} \times 1 \text{ mm}$ or $\phi 1.2 \text{ mm} \times 1 \text{ mm}$) on a 22 mm $\times$ 22 mm substrate as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional structure of the micro thruster. It consists of three layers: The first silicon layer has nozzles and ignition heaters on diaphragms. The nozzles are fabricated by etching the silicon substrate using ethylene diamine pyrocatechol water (EPW). The ignition heaters are made of Pt/Cr, and have resistance of $60 \sim 450$ Ω. The p++ silicon diaphragm, which bursts after ignition, thermally insulates the ignition heaters, and also seals solid propellants. The second glass layer contains the solid propellants, and the third one covers them. The first and second layers are bonded with epoxy adhesive, and then the solid propellants are inserted from the second layer. Finally, the second and third layers are bonded using epoxy adhesive.

As a propellant, we selected boron / potassium nitrate (NAB, Nichiyu Giken Kogyo). This is because NAB has ignition temperature as low as 500 ºC, and easily starts to burn in vacuum compared to other propellants such as hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene / ammonium perchlorate (HTPB/AP) [6], glycylide azide polymer (GAP) [3], and zirconium perchlorate potassium (ZPP) [3]. $\phi 0.7 \text{ mm} \times 0.5 \text{ mm}$ or $\phi 1.1 \text{ mm} \times 0.6 \text{ mm}$ NAB pellets shaped using a punch and die, are inserted to the propellant cylinders. Lead thiocyanate / potassium chlorate (RK, Nichiyu Giken Kogyo), whose ignition temperature is about 200 ºC, is put between the ignition heater and the NAB pellet as ignition charge.

In the previous study, the first and second layers were bonded by anodic bonding technique. In this method, the bonded layer often separated during combustion, because only a part of the silicon surface without the ignition heaters and their wiring is bonded. In this study, we used epoxy adhesive to increase the bonding strength. In this method, the whole substrate surfaces are bonded, and each micro rocket is isolated from other micro rockets. As a result, there is no risk that RK spreads to the neighboring microrockets during loading, which results in the simultaneous ignition of the microrockets.

3 PROPELLANT LOADING FOR HIGHER IGNITION PROBABILITY

In our previous study [4], the ignition probability remained as low as 30 % due to the poor adhesion of the ignition charge to the ignition heater. This problem was caused by the RK loading method. RK is an explosive fine powder, and is dispersed in acetone to prevent firing. When loading RK, acetone rapidly evaporates from a droplet of the RK-acetone mixture in air, and the powdered RK is difficult to put on the ignition heater. The powdered RK has poor adhesion to the ignition heater, therefore heat transmission from the ignition heater to the RK is not enough to ignite it.

In order to solve this problem, we changed the RK loading method. We used a mixture of acetone and isoamyl acetate as a dispersion medium, because evaporation time is long enough to drop wet RK on the ignition heater. For some micro rockets, non-solidified GAP was loaded on RK, and then the NAB pellet was placed on the GAP as shown in Figure 4. The GAP is solidified by its internal reaction without significant shrinkage, and works as an adhesive to ensure the contact between the RK and the ignition heaters. Table 1 shows the result of testing. In air, 100 % RK ignition probability was achieved with and without GAP. Ignition is easy in air, because air helps transmitting the heat from the ignition heater to the RK.

![Figure 2. Top view of the micro solid rocket array thruster before loading propellants.](image1)

![Figure 3. Cross-sectional structure of a micro solid rocket array thruster.](image2)

![Figure 4. Loading method of the propellant with GAP.](image3)
In vacuum, RK ignition probability was 83 % with GAP and 71 % without GAP. The effect of GAP was confirmed to some extent. Compared to the previous results [4], RK ignition probability was improved from about 30 % to 70 ~ 80 % by improving the RK loading method.

The GAP improved the RK ignition probability, but the GAP hardly burned in both air and vacuum. The possible reasons are high pressure deflagration limit (PDL) of GAP (0.63 MPa) [7] and large heat capacity of GAP caused by the contact between the GAP and NAB pellet.

4 OPTIMIZATION OF PROPELLANT AND NOZZLE

In our previous study [4], most of the NAB pellets did not burn in both air and vacuum, although the RK was ignited. Unburned NAB was observed inside the propellant cylinder after combustion. To find a condition for the perfect combustion of NAB, the micro thrusters with different NAB pellet diameters, NAB pellet densities, throat areas, and diaphragm thicknesses of 2, 4, and 8 µm were prepared, and tested in vacuum at 3.2 kPa.

4.1 Density of NAB Pellet

Figure 5 compares the nozzles after the combustion of different NAB densities (1.63, 1.70, and 1.83 g/cm³). A significant amount of deposit is found on the nozzle shown in Fig. 5 (b). This deposit was identified as the reaction product of NAB by EDX (energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) (see Section 4.3). Inside the nozzle, the NAB did not remain as loaded. Thus, we can judge that the NAB burned successfully in this nozzle. On the other hand, the unburned NAB was found inside the nozzles shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (c). Also, little reaction product was deposited on these nozzles. Thus, we can judge that the NAB did not burn successfully in these nozzles. We observed each nozzle after combustion, and judged the degree of NAB combustion. In Figure 6, each combustion result is plotted using the NAB pellet density and the throat area as parameters. A circle, triangle, and cross represent successful, halfway, and failed combustion, respectively. When the pellet diameter was 1.1 mm, the NAB pellet successfully burned in the density of 1.7 ~ 1.8 g/cm³ and the throat area of 0.20 mm² or 0.30 mm². For the pellet diameter of 0.7 mm, successful combustion was possible in the NAB density of 1.6 ~ 1.8 g/cm³. We have found that there is a suitable range of the NAB density for successful combustion.

Generally, a lower density NAB pellet has a larger effective combustion cross-section and is easier to burn. As Figure 6 shows, however, the NAB pellet with too low density is also difficult to burn. The low density pellet with large effective combustion cross-section produces a large amount of gas per time. This gas caused significant pressure gap between inside and outside the combustion chamber at the initial stage of combustion. NAB combustion could be extinguished after the diaphragm burst due to rapid
depressurization. Because this rapid depressurization could be milder for smaller diameter NAB pellets, the φ0.7 mm NAB pellet has a wider range of suitable density (1.6 ~ 1.8 g/cm³) than the φ1.1 mm NAB pellet (1.7 ~ 1.8 g/cm³). Also, the combustion surface of the fragile NAB pellet with low density could be easily blown off.

Figure 7 compares the combustion time for Figure 5 (a) and (b). The light from flame was detected by a photo diode. The NAB pellet with a density of 1.70 g/cm³ burned for 112 ms, but that with a density of 1.63 g/cm³ burned only for 2 ms. This result supports the above explanations.

4.2 Throat Area

As we discussed above, when the throat areas are 0.20 mm² and 0.063 mm², φ1.1 mm and φ0.70 mm NAB pellets successfully burned, respectively. In both cases, the throat area is approximately 20 % of the cross-section of the NAB pellet. Comparing 0.30 mm² and 0.063 mm² throat, φ0.70 mm NAB pellet did not burn successfully with the 0.30 mm² throat. This can be explained by the rapid depressurization mentioned above.

When the throat areas were 0.023 and 0.0049 mm², the silicon layer with the nozzles was destroyed by combustion. Robust small diaphragm and/or choking at the narrow throat produced high pressure in the combustion chamber.

In our previous study, the silicon and glass layers, which were bonded by anodic bonding technique, often separated by combustion. In this study, by using epoxy adhesive bonding, these two layers did not separate as mentioned above, and the micro thruster worked without fatal structural failure in the firing test.

4.3 Analysis of Unburned and Burned NAB

After the combustion test, the deposit was observed on the nozzle as shown in Fig. 5 (b). We performed EDX to confirm the atomic composition of NAB and the deposit. 5 % nitrogen was detected in the NAB, but no nitrogen was detected in the deposit. The main reaction formula of NAB combustion is

\[ aB + bKNO_3 \rightarrow cB_2O_3 + dKBO_2 + eN_2 + ... \]  

NITROGEN ATOMS IN KNO₃ BECOME NITROGEN GAS DURING COMBUSTION AND GO OUT. THE EDX RESULT INDICATES THAT THE DEPOSIT ON THE NOZZLE IS BURNED NAB.

5 CONCLUSION

The ignition probability increased to 100 % in air and 83 % in vacuum by improving the loading method of the ignition charge (RK). When the pellet diameter of the NAB propellant was 1.1 mm and its density was 1.7 ~ 1.8 g/cm³, it successfully burned with a 0.20 mm² or 0.30 mm² throat. When the NAB pellet diameter was 0.7 mm and its density was 1.6 ~ 1.8 g/cm³, it also successfully burned with a 0.063 mm² throat. We found that a suitable density of the NAB pellet is around 1.7 g/cm³, and that a suitable throat area is around 20 % of the cross-section of the NAB pellet. Using epoxy adhesive for bonding the first and second layers, the micro thruster worked without fatal structural failure in the firing test.
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